
Dear Children: .-.... -, 
We enjoyed the family reunion with everyone, except Tracy. We missed him. 

Oh, well, next time. 

Dad and I are out at the farm being Christmas tree sales persons. Politically 
correct? Well, it doesn't feel right. 

The doctors who are working with Doug's injury decided that the graft done at 
the time of the accident wasn't working, so they cleaned it all out and s~arted from 
scratch. I'm sure that Doug and Nancy would appreciate all of you continuing to pray 
for him until he is out of the woods on this new graft, because a failure of this could be 
very serious, and might even result in amputation of his foot. A possibility which we 
don't like to even consider. ' 

He had his operation last Thursday, and the Dr. doing the surgery was pleased. 
They have to put h'im on Heparin to thin his blood and to prevent blood clots. The 
doctor checks regulary at his visits for clots within the graft and in the leg. So far so 
good. 
Nancy says they have five different lines going into his IV. The surgery itself took 
five hours. 

They run one of them in for Morphine for pain. Another for Heparin, one for 
boosting his blood as he lost two pints when he had this last ~urgey. I don't know what 
the other two is, but one of them is the usual IV. 

Nancy is feeling better now that the morning sickness is gone. 
Sherlene is hot and heavy into her . research and classes. 

I cancelled the first sunday 'get together for the college age kids. I figured we 
had had a lot of togetherness recently and since we were out at the farm it was not too 
convenient. Next month. 

I have enclosed anoth~r of those 'newspaper cut o"uts for you. We always had 
our meals together, but I doubt if we made the most of them, conversationally, etc. It 
does give an opportunity to teach · table manners, which Tracy resisted vociferously. 
Teen age stuff, I suppose. 

We all seem to carry on; the traditions of our own parents. If so, then the 
break down of the family eating together broke down in my generation, because .more 
and more families do not eat together. 

Thank you for coming to our reunion--we realize it was an expense and an 
effort. Please try to keep it up. I enjoyed the way the cousins had fun together. 

.~4-r~~. 
Grandmother Hall 




